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Abstract Accurate mediastinal lymph node staging is critical
for patients with non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). Al-
though cervical mediastinoscopy has been regarded as the
method of choice for mediastinal staging in NSCLC, emer-
gence of minimally invasive sonography, for example endo-
bronchial ultrasound-guided transbronchial needle aspiration
(EBUS-TBNA) and endoscopic ultrasound fine needle aspi-
ration (EUS-FNA), has led to questions about the routine use
of mediastinoscopy. EBUS-TBNA has access to all the medi-
astinal lymph nodes accessible by mediastinoscopy but also
extends to the N1 nodes. EUS-FNA enables access to para-
esophageal (station 8) and pulmonary ligament (station 9)
lymph nodes, which are not accessible by either mediastino-
scopy or EBUS-TBNA. On the basis of current evidence,
sonographic staging is the recommended choice for patients
with high pretest probability of lymph node metastatic in-
volvement; all negative results should, however, be verified
by mediastinoscopy, especially in centers with low expertise.
For patients with low pretest probability, mediastinoscopy
may be omitted.
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Introduction

Mediastinal staging determines therapy in non-small cell
lung cancer (NSCLC). Patients with metastases to the

mediastinal lymph nodes (N2 or N3) are usually treated
with chemotherapy and/or radiation whereas those without
involvement of the mediastinum (N0 or N1) are usually
treated by surgical resection. Mediastinoscopy is part of
routine staging at many institutions and has traditionally
been regarded as the method of choice for invasive staging
of the mediastinum [1]. The development of less invasive
techniques, for example endobronchial ultrasound-guided
transbronchial needle aspiration (EBUS-TBNA) and endo-
scopic ultrasound fine needle aspiration (EUS-FNA), cou-
pled with improvement of non-invasive imaging by
computed tomography (CT) and positron emission tomog-
raphy (PET), has led to questions about the routine use of
mediastinoscopy [2–5]. This article reviews the indications
for invasive staging of the mediastinum in NSCLC, with
special emphasis on the ideal modality of staging in differ-
ent clinical scenarios.

Non-invasive mediastinal staging

Non-invasive radiological staging of the mediastinum
should be undertaken for every patient with diagnosis or
suspicion of NSCLC [6]. A CT scan of the chest with
intravenous contrast provides important information about
the tumor and associated hilar or mediastinal lymph nodes
[7]. CT criteria for suspicious lymph nodes include a short-
axis diameter of >1 cm on transverse images or evidence of
central necrosis [5, 7]. PET scan should also be performed to
characterize the primary tumor and eliminate the possibility
of distant metastatic disease. If the primary tumor is avid to
fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG), a PET scan provides insight on
the status of mediastinal and hilar lymph nodes [8]. Bearing
in mind that the standardized uptake value (SUV) is non-
uniform among different institutions, a cutoff SUVof great-
er than 2.5 has been used to indicate suspicious lymphade-
nopathy on PET scan [9].
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Because of the incidence of false-positive imaging, it is
generally accepted that any suggestion of suspicious lymph-
adenopathy on CT or PET should result in prompt invasive
mediastinal staging to seek pathological confirmation of
lymph node spread [10]. In contrast, because the incidence
of false negative results is low (3–9 %) for combined CT/PET,
invasive mediastinal staging can be omitted in cases where
both CT and PET fail to provide any evidence of suspicious
lymphadenopathy [4, 5]. There is general agreement that a
patient with a peripheral T1a tumor, negative clinical evalua-
tion, and negative CT/PET can proceed to surgery without
preoperative invasive mediastinal staging, if lymph node sam-
pling is performed during the surgical procedure [10].

Invasive mediastinal staging

Invasive staging of the mediastinum is indicated in most
cases of lung cancer when resection with curative intent is
contemplated, unless the patient presents with a peripheral
clinical stage T1aN0M0 lesion. Invasive staging is especial-
ly indicated when preoperative imaging is suggestive of N1,
N2, or N3 disease, when dealing with central tumors, or
when the tumor has low SUV on PET scan [11]. In the
modern era, invasive staging is performed by mediastino-
scopy, EBUS-TBNA, EUS-FNA, or a combination thereof.

Mediastinoscopy

Cervical mediastinoscopy is performed under general anes-
thesia in the operating room, but usually does not require
post-operative hospitalization. It involves a small neck inci-
sion above the sternal notch and access to the pretracheal
fascia. After blunt digital dissection and palpation of the
mediastinal vessels, the mediastinoscope is inserted, and
blunt dissection is conducted at the nodal stations of interest.
Samples from the upper and lower paratracheal (stations 2R,
2L, 4R, 4L) and anterior subcarinal (station 7) nodes should
be obtained at every mediastinoscopy. Posterior subcarinal
(station 7), aorto-pulmonary window (stations 5, 6), and
inferior mediastinal (stations 8, 9) nodes are not accessible
by the mediastinoscope and cannot be sampled [12]. After
hemostasis, the wound is closed in layers.

Mediastinoscopy has long been regarded as the method
of choice for invasive mediastinal staging, and, by some
guidelines, is recommended before surgical resection of
lung cancer with curative intent [5]. Although it is usually
a safe procedure with a low incidence of complications
(1.5–3 %) [13, 14], mediastinoscopy still carries a risk of
devastating consequences from vascular or recurrent laryn-
geal nerve injury, requires the resources of the operating
room, and is accompanied by all the implications of general
anesthesia. Contraindications to mediastinoscopy include

severe cervical arthritis or cervical instability limiting neck
extension and cutaneous tracheostomy.

The range of reported sensitivity of mediastinoscopy
varies from 40–92 % [5], probably because mediastino-
scopy performed by an inexperienced surgeon has a much
lower lymph node yield than that performed by a thoracic
surgeon who treats lung cancer [15, 16]. Recent systematic
reviews have narrowed the range of sensitivity to 78–81 %,
but it is important to note that in many of the studies
analyzed the prevalence of lung cancer was as low as
39 % [3]. More importantly, mediastinoscopy is an excellent
test to discount the possibility of mediastinal involvement in
lung cancer, with reported specificity of 100 % and negative
predictive value of 91 % [5]. Mediastinoscopy will be
negative for a patient who has involvement of the aorto-
pulmonary lymph nodes (Stations 5, 6), the prevascular
nodes (Station 3), the inferior pulmonary ligament nodes
(Station 9), and the periesophageal nodes (Station 8), all of
which are not accessible by the mediastinoscope [17].

EBUS-TBNA

Convex probe endobronchial ultrasound (CP-EBUS) with
capability of real-time EBUS-TBNA was first introduced in
1994 [18] and quickly became prominent in lymph node
staging of lung cancer [18]. The dedicated ultrasound scanner
produces images of excellent quality, with power and color
Doppler available for precise characterization of mediastinal
blood vessels. Twenty-one or 22-gauge needles can be used
for real-time endobronchial ultrasound-guided transbronchial
tissue aspiration from mediastinal lymph nodes. Similar to
mediastinoscopy, CP-EBUS can access the upper paratracheal
(Stations 2R, 2L), lower paratracheal (Stations 4R, 4L), and
subcarinal (Station 7), lymph nodes, but can also extend
further to gain access to the intrapleural hilar (Station 10),
interlobar (Station 11), and lobar (Station 12) nodal stations.
CP-EBUS cannot gain access to the prevascular (Station 3a),
sub-aortic (Station 5), para-aortic (Station 6), paraesophageal
(Station 8), or pulmonary ligament (Station 9) nodes. Some
authors have used the CP-EBUS endoscope through the
esophagus to sample the paraesophageal (Station 8) and the
pulmonary ligament (Station 9) nodes [19]

EBUS-TBNA has reported sensitivity of 94–98 %, speci-
ficity of 100 %, positive predictive value of 100 %, negative
predictive value of 89.5 %, and diagnostic accuracy of 96.3 %
in the mediastinal staging of lung cancer [20]. Studies have
also shown that results of EBUS-TBNA can significantly
affect treatment decisions in the management of lung cancer.
In one prospective study of 105 patients, EBUS-TBNA
avoided 29 mediastinoscopies, eight thoracotomies, four thor-
acoscopies, and nine CT-guided percutaneous biopsies [21].
The largest multicenter prospective study to date evaluated
502 lung cancer patients with documented mediastinal and
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hilar lymphadenopathy [20]. The safety, efficacy, and high
diagnostic yield of EBUS-TBNA have been proven in several
large series and meta-analyses, especially in patients with
radiological evidence of enlarged mediastinal lymph nodes
[9, 21–25]. On the basis of this evidence, EBUS-TBNAwas
included in the second edition of the American College of
Chest Physicians’ evidence-based practice guidelines for the
invasive staging of lung cancer [26].

Complications related to EBUS-TBNA are similar to
those of conventional TBNA including pneumothorax,
pneumomediastinum, hemomediastinum, mediastinitis, bac-
teremia, and pericarditis. No major complications of EBUS-
TBNA have been reported in the literature [27].

EUS-FNA

EUS-FNA is also becoming an important adjunct in the
staging of lung cancer, especially because it can sample
lymph node stations which are not accessible by mediasti-
noscopy or EBUS [28]. The dedicated ultrasound scanner,
mounted on a side viewing videogastroscope enables tissue
visualization at a radius of 2–10 cm around the esophagus.
Transesophageal real-time ultrasound-guided biopsies of
mediastinal structures are obtained by use of an 80 mm long
needle with a diameter of 22, 21, or 19-gauge. As the
gastroscope is retracted from the stomach into the cervical
esophagus, the inferior pulmonary ligament (Station 9),
paraesophageal (Station 8), subcarinal (Station 7, especially
posterior), and paratracheal (Stations 2, 4) nodes are visual-
ized and biopsied.

The sensitivity of EUS-FNA has been reported to range
between 74 and 92 % [29–31]. Two recent meta-analyses,
combining more than 1000 patients have determined the
sensitivity to be closer to 83–84 % [5, 25]. Unlike for other
modalities, the sensitivity of EUS-FNA seems to be affected
by variables such as node size, location of the tumor, and
nodal station. One study showed that sensitivity can be as high
as 91.7 % for bulky lymph nodes and as low as 43.8 % for
nodes smaller than 1 cm on CT scan [32]. It was also shown
that sensitivity for right-sided tumors (50 %) was lower than
for left-sided tumors (96.6 %), and that sensitivity was highest
(80.6 %) for station 7 and lowest (23.8 %) for station 4R.

Unlike mediastinoscopy and EBUS-TBNA, EUS-FNA is
reported to have a low NPV of 73 %, and is not a very
reliable test for precluding the possibility of lymph node
spread. Most authors agree that negative results of EUS-
FNA should be verified by another means, especially in the
presence of suggestive imaging [28].

Combined ultrasonography (CUS)

CUS combines EBUS-TBNA and EUS-FNA for staging of
the mediastinum, ensuring that the lymph nodes that are not

accessible by one technique are accessed by the other. With
CUS, all the mediastinal lymph node stations are biopsied,
with some authors even reporting successful sampling of
aorto-pulmonary nodes (Stations 5/6) [28]. In the original
study on CUS, Vilmann et al. demonstrated excellent diag-
nostic yield and 100 % accuracy in detecting nodal metasta-
ses. Subsequent to that, other studies have reproduced results
with sensitivity ranging between 91.1 and 93 % accuracy of
91–97 %, and NPV of 91–95 % [19, 33–35]. As such, CUS
has been shown to be more sensitive than EBUS or EUS
separately, with a significantly better NPV [36].

Mediastinoscopy versus ultrasonography

The emergence of EBUS-TBNA and EUS-FNAwas accom-
panied by the emergence of a debate about whether ultraso-
nography should replace or complement mediastinoscopy in
invasive mediastinal staging for lung cancer. Although
many studies have shown that ultrasonography achieves
better sensitivity, accuracy, and NPV than historical media-
stinoscopy, few studies have compared the two modalities in
a prospective controlled fashion.

In a prospective study of 153 patients, EBUS-TBNA
followed by mediastinoscopy were performed on all patients
in a blinded fashion, in which the surgeon performing one
technique was unaware of the results of the other [37•].
EBUS-TBNA was able to sample an equivalent amount of
lymph nodes compared with mediastinoscopy and there was
excellent agreement between the two techniques for 91 % of
patients (Kappa00.8). The specificity and positive predic-
tive value of both tests were 100 %. The sensitivity, negative
predictive value, and diagnostic accuracy of mediastinal
lymph node staging for EBUS-TBNA and mediastinoscopy
were 81 %, 91 %, 93 %, and 79 %, 90 %, 93 %, respec-
tively, without any statistically significant differences. The
authors were able to demonstrate that in a setting in which
experienced thoracic surgeons perform the procedure, and
where rapid on-site pathological examination is available,
EBUS-TBNA is equivalent to mediastinoscopy for staging
of the mediastinum.

In another prospective study of 60 patients, the authors
sought to compare the results of mediastinoscopy to those of
EUS-FNA [38]. In the EUS-FNA group, the results of endo-
sonographic staging were verified by thoracotomy or media-
stinoscopy. The sensitivity of EUS-FNA in the right
paratracheal (4R) region was 67 %, versus 33 % for media-
stinoscopy. In the left paratracheal (4L) region, EUS-FNA
was also more sensitive than mediastinoscopy (80 % vs.
33 %). Most strikingly, the sensitivity of EUS-FNA at the
subcarinal station (7) was 100 %, versus only 7 % for
mediastinoscopy, probably because of the ability of EUS-
FNA to visualize and sample the postero-inferior aspect of
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the subcarinal nodes, an area not accessible to the media-
stinoscope. The authors concluded that EUS-FNA is better
than mediastinoscopy because not only does it sample
lymph node stations not accessible by mediastinoscopy but
it is also more sensitive at the lymph node stations that are
accessible by both tests.

In a multi-center randomized trial comparing 118 patients
who had mediastinoscopy alone with 123 patients who had
combined ultrasonography followed by mediastinoscopy, if
the results of ultrasonography were negative, the authors
were able to show that combined staging with mediastino-
scopy and endosonography is better than mediastinoscopy
alone [39••]. Of the 123 patients who started with endo-
sonography, 67 patients actually underwent mediastino-
scopy, with nodal metastases being missed for four
patients and corresponding sensitivity of 94 % and NPV of
93 %. In the mediastinoscopy only group, sensitivity was
80% (p00.04) and the NPVwas 86%, which was statistically
no different from use of the combined approach (p00.26).
Despite the lack of difference in NPV, the study demonstrated
that the number of unnecessary thoracotomies was reduced by
half in the combined approach group, which led the authors to
recommend a new staging strategy of choice which begins
with combined endosonography and then proceeds to media-
stinoscopy if lymph node metastasis is not demonstrated.

When should mediastinoscopy be performed?

The debate on the modern indications of mediastinoscopy
continues to evolve, and it is likely that the future of medi-
astinal staging lies in a combination of mediastinoscopy

with minimally invasive techniques. At present, not all
institutions that practice thoracic surgery have the equip-
ment, expertise, or trained personnel to safely and reliably
perform sonographic staging. Mediastinoscopy is a time-
proven technique that is part of the armamentarium of any
thoracic surgeon, and should be the invasive method of
choice for staging the mediastinum in settings in which
sonographic staging is not available or is suboptimum.

The debate becomes more significance at institutions with
equipment for EBUS-TBNA or EUS-FNA, the operator ex-
pertise, and the trained personnel to reliably perform these
procedures as demonstrated in the aforementioned studies. It
is clear that not all lymph nodes can be sampled by one
procedure alone, and, therefore, consideration of the clinical
scenario is important before deciding on the best approach to
invasive mediastinal staging. It is also evident from the data
that the sensitivity of each of those techniques is enhanced by
the larger size of the lymph nodes and the pre-test probability
of lymph node metastases [40]. Hence, determining this pre-
test probability based on CT scan of the chest can categorize
lung cancer patients into four broad groups which could be
approached differently [5, 41] (Fig. 1).

Group I: bulky mediastinal lymphadenopathy or infiltration

These patients are usually diagnosed with mediastinal
spread on the basis of radiographic evidence, and extensive
invasive staging is not required. A biopsy of involved lymph
nodes should be obtained to confirm diagnosis or guide
therapy, and this is usually done from whatever location is
easiest using the corresponding highest-yield technique. In
such a scenario, sonographic techniques will usually take

Fig. 1 Algorithm for invasive
staging of lung cancer. CUS,
combined ultrasonography;
EBUS, endobronchial
ultrasound; EUS, endoscopic
ultrasound; NSCLC, non-small
cell lung cancer
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precedence over mediastinoscopy, because of the high like-
lihood of obtaining a diagnosis.

Group II: discrete enlarged mediastinal lymph nodes

Patients who have radiographically positive lymph nodes
should undergo confirmation of disease by invasive testing,
because false-positive results for chest CT and PET range
between 15 and 40 % [40]. In this case, the first variable
affecting the choice of technique is the location of the
suspicious lymph node. For example, station 8 or 9 nodes
are only approachable by EUS and stations 10 or beyond are
only approachable by EBUS-TBNA. Station 7 yields are
better with EBUS-TBNA and EUS-FNA, and, therefore,
should be approached sonographically. The second variable
is the availability of the equipment, technical expertise, and
level of interest that are necessary to achieve the perfor-
mance characteristics of sonographic staging, as reported in
the literature. If the location is favorable and the technology
is available, these patients should be staged sonographically
with EUS-FNA, EBUS-TBNA, or CUS. If lymph node
spread is demonstrated, these patients should be referred to
chemo-radiation treatment. If, on the other hand, lymph
node spread is not demonstrated by sonographic techniques,
these patients should undergo mediastinoscopy to confirm the
absence of disease, because, for such patients, the incidence of
false negative results for FNA can approach 30 % [40].

Group III: normal mediastinal lymph nodes, but evidence
of central tumors or N1 lymph node involvement

Patients with normal mediastinal lymph nodes, but with evi-
dence of central tumors or hilar lymph node involvement carry
a 20 % chance of harboring radiographically occult N2 dis-
ease. For this patient population, the incidence of false-
negative results for mediastinoscopy is low, ranging from 7–
9 %, and this technique is still accepted as the standard for
mediastinal staging [42, 43]. Because the mediastinal lymph
nodes are normal, EUS-FNA is not recommended as the only
modality of staging, because of the reported high incidence of
false-negative results, ranging between 14 and 21 % [5,
44–46]. In expert hands, EBUS-TBNA is able to achieve
acceptable results, especially if the nodes range between 0.5
and 1 cm in size [27]. EBUS-TBNA also has the unique
advantage of being able to sample the N1 nodes (Stations
10, 11, and 12), which can provide valuable diagnostic and
therapeutic information to guide treatment. Therefore, these
patients can be approached initially with EBUS-TBNA or
CUS. If lymph node metastasis is not demonstrated then
mediastinoscopy is generally recommended to confirm diag-
nosis, unless the level of expertise with EBUS-TBNA is
equivalent to that in published studies. Also acceptable for
staging would be to proceed straight to mediastinoscopy.

Group IV: normal mediastinal lymph nodes, normal N1
lymph nodes, and peripheral tumors

For patients with small peripheral tumors, the incidence of
false-negative results for chest CT is 10 % [45] and that for
CT/PET can be as low as 5 % [47]. It can be argued that
invasive staging by mediastinoscopy is not recommended
for this group, because the incidence of false-negative
results for mediastinoscopy is higher than for non-invasive
staging. Existing guidelines recommend omitting preopera-
tive invasive staging for patients with clinical stage
T1aN0M0 if mediastinal lymph node sampling is conducted
during the surgical procedure [10]. For patients with tumors
larger than T1a, invasive staging can be performed by
EBUS-TBNA, EUS-FNA, or CUS. If lymph node metasta-
sis is not demonstrated, these patients can proceed directly
to surgery, without undergoing mediastinoscopy.

Conclusion

The emergence of EBUS-TBNA and EUS-FNAwas accom-
panied by the emergence of a debate about whether ultraso-
nography should replace, or complement, mediastinoscopy
in invasive mediastinal staging for lung cancer. Studies have
demonstrated that the results of ultrasonographic staging are
highly dependent on the pretest probability of lymph node
metastasis and the level of operator and institutional exper-
tise. Mediastinoscopy should be the invasive method of
choice for staging the mediastinum in settings in which
sonographic staging is not available or not optimum. For
patients with high pretest probability of lymph node spread,
sonographic staging is recommended as a starting point, but
all negative results should be verified by mediastinoscopy,
especially in centers with low expertise. For patients with
low pretest probability, mediastinoscopy can be omitted.

Disclosure W.C. Hanna: none; K. Yasufuku: educational and re-
search support funding from Olympus Medical Systems.
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